Mr. Mumma’s Material Culture and Art Appreciation Project
Student _____________________________________________

Catalog
Recording Sheet

Complete each of the following fields before
entering information into Research Planner form.
Wilson Art Museum Image Gallery:
Username: knights
Password: knights

LIBRARY Username
(Class Period
+Teacher+Computer#)
Example: 7Mumma04

What is the Title
The title is found in the menu on the left side of the image
that was given to the in the Wilson Art Museum Image Gallery.
image you selected?
What does the
artifact in the image
you selected tell you
about the culture of
the society that
created it in the
Ancient Middle
Eastern and
Mediterranean
World?
Compare and
contrast what you
see in this image
with the way we do
things today.

Please answer in a few grammatically correct sentences.

Persistent URL

The Wilson Art Musuem Image Gallery database’s left
hand menu provides a hyperlink that copies the Persistent
URL into your computer’s memory.
When you have copied the link. You can paste the URL
down into the correct box on the form by selecting
Edit>then Paste
from the top menu bar of FireFox.
Select and Critique another student’s work using the forms
on the back of this worksheet.

When you are
done…

Please answer in a few grammatically correct sentences.

Mr. Mumma’s Material Culture and Art Appreciation Project
Student _____________________________________________

Critique #1

Please select and view another student’s entry into
Mr. Mumma’s Art Appreciation database. Then
answer each of the following questions below.

What was the title of
the Image you chose
to critique?
What would you
have added to the
Cultural Comments?

What would you
have added to the
Compare and
Contrast Comments?

Critique #2
What was the title of
the Image you chose
to critique?
What would you
have added to the
Cultural Comments?

What would you
have added to the
Compare and
Contrast Comments?

Please select and view another student’s entry into
Mr. Mumma’s Art Appreciation database. Then
answer each of the following questions below.

